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About

Cannon Crew is a co-op Castle Defence Party game!

Play with a team of 1-4 and work together to stop the enemy breaching your castle walls. Feel free to get competitive within
your team - the more gold you can snatch or jobs you complete will give you a higher score than the others - but don't get too

distracted from the incoming horde!

Game Modes

- Story Mode

- Survival

- Puzzles

Difficulty

The difficulty changes depending on number of players in-game. If you're playing with a team of 4 then enemy waves will
arrive quicker and be harder to defeat - Singleplayer means enemies will move slower and take less hits.

Planned Features

- Online Co-Op

- Uploading Custom Levels to Steam Workshop
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Why bother putting it on steam with an english language setting if the game doesn't support it!. Play 1v2 against friends
friends dont know how to play the game
they send one squad out in the open (they are playing as US)
i send one guy to flank them
kills the entire squad

10/10 would flank again. Yes, this game is easy to play as long as you can hold controllers and don’t close your eyes

But it’s hard to master, when it closes to 10 minutes
Grrr! Will break 10 mins soon!!!. I have to say, this is my favorite out of all of the Luxor games. The neon colors, effects, and
boss levels are a nice addition. Can't forget the achievements too. This is def a must have for anyone who enjoyed the previous
installments.. I have a condo in Cape Cora, and was naturally excited about being able to fly from Page field or Fort Myers Int,
but it turns out that even though this is definitelt South Florida, only the Eastern part is included! This should have been sold as
SOUTHEAST Florida, not SOUTH Florida.
Very disappointed!!!. Whooo! This was a toughie! Harder, but also more fun than the first Oik! Can't wait for the 3rd! :D
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I played this ages back when it was just Alteil on browser, and before its reboot to Alteil Horizons. So when I saw it on steam, I
got it again and was looking forward to playing. I even contacted support about my old decks on old accounts. And full props to
them, they reset passwords to my email and I got my old cards back next day. So top notch support.

But unfortunately, thats where things grind to a halt. I run an i7 windows 10 and haven't any problems running any game I've got
so far. So it came as quite a surprise how bad this card game runs. Actually, barely runs. As I said, I've played this before, but
years ago. So I went to the tutorial to get a refresher. Didn't acually explain much and it soon crashed. So I said "Fine, i'll relearn
playing NPCs" So I went to arena's to duel NPCs. I haven't managed to load into a game yet. Been trying on and off for a few
days now and haven't managed to start a game so far. I actually have it in the background running now hopeing to load in. And
in this time, I have gone and read the current 56 reviews of this product. And then had time to write this review myself. And still
not gotten in.

Maybe I'll just try and challenge a player (despite barely remembering how to play or what my deck is set to do) and it may run
then. Cause otherwise the only play I have got from this game so far is the single player missions. I've done 2 which ran fine but
they came with set decks rather than using my own, so didn't really help me with learning my game or deck. A story mode with
set goals and actions rather than normal game mechanics.

But overall, this was a great disappointment. I'd like to say I recommend this game, but I just can't in it's current state. The fact
that I also have to use windows task manager to fully close this game says something. It is free, so you can just get it and try to
see if it runs for you but there are many better card games around, even free ones.. I know it's early access and I would've liked
to give it a positive review, but sorry .. just can't. For those customers overseas who suffer bad exchange rates, this title ends up
costing a fair bit and doesn't offer enough. For a start you need a reasonbly big play area. For a small room VR setup it was
impossible to even get to some of the buttons. It would need to get teleport function etc. The flying was probably the best but
loses appeal after you've buzzed around town once or twice. I would say you get less than 30mins out of this game at the
moment.. So, I got here because of a coupon I got for the game (75%). I bought it because I like music/rhythm and bullethell
games, but this a low-effort game. The controls are bad (The only way I could move was with the cursor) and there is no
information for the goal. You would have to find the rules out yourself.
The only thing this game is, is a minimalistic avoid-the-bad-areas game where you, as a spaceship, try to reach the end, and then
the end gets moved. The game offers some challenge, but makes the challenge impossible by the hard controls.
Although, i think this would shout people the best with a coupon and when it's on an 80% - 90% sale and would like something
new and don't need fancyness.

1.4/10
+ Seriously, none

- Low-effort (1 mode only, no fancyness)
- Hard controls
- Not motivating the player

Last words:
"An uncontrollable rocketship that avoids the pink. That's all."

Last last words:
"Please note that I have only played the game for 9 minutes, there might've been things I have missed, but the beginning is
terrible.". Unlike the board game this video game version takes care of the complicated rules for you. I had problems playing the
board game because I misread the rules, which made it hard to feel good about winning. Now that I have played the this version
I have a great handle of the rules and I can see everything I was doing wrong before.
This game is great fun, while it has no online mode at this time, you can still play with a group in the same room or by yourself
controlling all the characters. Both methods are fun and the game has good replay value. There are additional features coming
which allow you to add additional levels of difficulty in multiple ways along with a challenge mode.. Freddi Fish 5. I've played
all the Freddi Fish games before and I loved them. But being that this is the last Freddi game, I was a little worried that it'd be
plain horrible(coughPajama Sam 4cough). But it was actually pretty good!

Pros:
The story is interesting and the animation is top-notch, the lines are just bold compared to the past, and it seems like they had an
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abundance of red to use.

There are a lot of neat and interesting characters. Marty really took me by surprise and is actually pretty funny, and Xamfear is
an awesome character all by himself.

Cons:
The writing seems to be a little lacking compared to the other games, some lines just sound totally weird.

My main gripe is that the town area is bit cluttered, and I had no idea where to go at one point.

Seriously, how did that lady forget her password?  It's her NAME! 

Neutral:
And probably the most noticeable thing, Freddi's voice. She's still voiced by the same person, but the voice seems a bit shaky at
times. Still good, but still pretty noticeable. Luther sounds a bit different, but it's not as noticeable.

Overall, Freddi Fish 5 is pretty great! It's probably my third favorite Freddi Fish game, 2 being my favorite and 4 being 2nd
favorite. You should really check it out if you like adventure games, or if your kids like adventure games.. English:
Can't be considered a game. Although the music is OK, it does get tedious after a while of doing the same over and over. Plus, it
seems to be broken. There is always one word that can't be found and seems to appear either crooked or mispelled. I've beaten
all the other games from this franchise so I hardly doubt I'm mistaken. I give it a 1/10. The only real reason to buy this is the
number of achievements it gives upon just opening it.

Español:
No puede considerse un juego. A pesar de que la música está bien, se vuelve tediosa después de un tiempo de hacer lo mismo
una y otra vez. A demás, parece estar roto. Siempre hay una palabra que no puede ser encontrada y aparece, ya sea torcida, o
con un error ortográfico. He completado todos los juegos de esta franquicia y no creo que me equivoque. Le doy un 1/10. La
única razon para comprar esto es el número de logros que da sólo con abrirlo.. its a very good game i really recommed it
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